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foreword
Things continue to change in the world of haiku. This
volume is one interesting indication of some of these
changes.
For instance, previous Red Moon Anthologies have
been culled, to a large extent, from the major haiku
journals (Frogpond and Modern Haiku). But this year an
unprecedented number of works reproduced here come
from the smaller journals. In the past, contest results
have had an indifferent showing in RMA. Not this year,
with several contests having multiple poems voted in.
Previously, haiku poets writing outside North America
represented a relatively small percentage of
poets whose work was voted to inclusion. This year, we
have our highest percentage of non-American poets ever.
These are interesting circumstances—do they represent
trends, or are they merely anomalies? We certainly won’t
know for years.
Interest in haiku in all its forms, from the merest
zappai to the most serious literary evocation, appears to
be at an all-time high around the world. More haiku is
being published in print than ever before, and the amount
of internet activity is astounding. This is all the more
of a challenge to RMA editors—so much more work to
consider, so many more places to look. The result is a
bigger book: 176 pages, our largest ever.
What hasn’t changed is the central focus: haiku itself.
Some of the definitions are getting a bit hoary, some of
the “rules” are being tested, but the limning of significant
moments with beauty and economy remains the basis
of our art. If people are finding new means by which to
accomplish this goal, the better for haiku. If there is one
thing certain it is that failure to change is the surest way
for haiku to die. Fortunately, that does not look to happen
any time soon.
Jim Kacian
Editor-in-Chief
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haiku / senryu

an’ya ✧ United States

outhouse
a mosquito enters
the half moon

hortensia anderson ✧ United States

loneliness —
a piece of driftwood
keeps returning

9

The Red Moon

frances angela ✧ United Kingdom

visiting my sister
her rosary beads
in the room I use

anonymous ✧ United Kingdom

darkness gathers
in the tree tops
crow by crow

10

Anthology 2003

Fay Aoyagi ✧ United States

citizenship interview
the officer’s accent
thicker than mine

Stephen Atkinson ✧ United Kingdom

oak tree
his name too long
for the heart

11

The Red Moon

Pamela A. Babusci ✧ United States

bamboo whisk . . .
the tea master’s
fluid hands

Jack Barry ✧ United States

New Year’s morning
starting the fire
with last night’s coals

12

Anthology 2003

Roberta Beary ✧ United States

morning fog
my father asks me
who i am

mother’s red hat
short years of wanting it
long years of having it

13

The Red Moon

Louise Beaven ✧ Canada

antique shop
in the window
my wrinkles

Cathy Drinkwater Better ✧ United States

after lovemaking
the sound of rain
in the roof gutters

14

Anthology 2003

Ernest J. Berry ✧ New Zealand

deep blue
a lark the color
of its aria

daguerrotype —
my famous ancestor
in diapers

15

The Red Moon

Patrick Blanche ✧ France

First autumn chill
the fibroscope slowly
probes a lung

Marianne Bluger ✧ Canada

in a pause
when the wind dies
the coo of a dove

16

Anthology 2003

Darold D. Braida ✧ United States

a raven rides
the canyon up-draft —
winter sun

Randy M. Brooks ✧ United States

cracked glass
over the photo
her lips parting to speak

17

The Red Moon

Greeba Brydges-Jones ✧ New Zealand

leaving the hospital . . .
the word
widow

Catherine Bullock ✧ New Zealand

late afternoon —
the empty beach
crowded with footprints

18

Anthology 2003

Owen L. Burkhart ✧ United States

morning fog
the creak of boats
at anchor

Cyril Childs ✧ New Zealand

Christmas Day —
a beach ball finds its own way
down to the sea

19

The Red Moon

Yvonne Cabalona ✧ United States

spring
flipping the comforter to
a lighter shade of blue

sunny day
the tiny hole
in her black stocking

chilly night
warmth
from the takeout bag
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Anthology 2003

Yu Chang ✧ United States

snowblower
a sharp edge
at the property line

Metropolitan Museum
I join the line
to Mesopotamia

she leans
a little closer
ladybug on my palm

21

The Red Moon

Ross Clark ✧ Australia

on the wall map a moth crossing borders

Ion Codrescu ✧ Romania

art class
a decaying pear
in the still life

22

Anthology 2003

Willy Cuvelier ✧ Belgium

The soft tapping
of the blind man’s white cane
beneath the blossoms.

Anne LB Davidson ✧ United States

waiting room silence . . .
the surgeon’s approach
on green paper feet

23

The Red Moon

William Cullen, Jr. ✧ United States

moonlight
crossing the tide flats
in someone’s footprints

first cool day
a yellow post-it note
falls from the fridge

homesteader graves
the grit that has settled
into their names

24

Anthology 2003

DeVar Dahl ✧ Canada

dating again —
winter rain freezes
on the highway

dull pencil
the staff meeting
goes on and on

25

The Red Moon

Kristen Deming ✧ United States

night feeding —
fists of the baby
slowly unfurl

Angelee Deodhar ✧ India

asleep
among watermelons
the vendor’s children

26

Anthology 2003

Mike Dillon ✧ United States

afternoon sleet:
cathedral door
unlocked

Steve Dolphy ✧ United Kingdom

children’s ward
a little girl names
her artificial legs

27

The Red Moon

George Dorsty ✧ United States

zipping up
my old father’s trousers . . .
we both look away

Michael Dudley ✧ Canada

kneeling
for communion
the scent
of sweetgrass
risen
from my beard
28

Anthology 2003

André Duhaime ✧ Canada

into our gossip
creep the living
and the dead

Robert Epstein ✧ United States

nursing home
a crow breaks the silence
between mother and son

29

The Red Moon

Juanito Escareal ✧ United States

mountain bend —
a swift flies in loops
where the wind curves

Rees Evans ✧ United States

christmas night
a neighbor switches off
his wise men

30

Anthology 2003

Dee Evetts ✧ United States

switchback trail
my hand slides round
the polished tree

guests departed
all night the rain
swelling the river
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The Red Moon

Raoul Fernandes ✧ Canada

power failure —
the kitchen sink
fills with moonlight

Michael Fessler ✧ Japan

snowy Saturday
priest salting the parking lot
before confessions
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Anthology 2003

Ross Figgins ✧ United States

by ancient walls
umbrellas join umbrellas
in the rain

Stanford M. Forrester ✧ United States

dog shit
or me . . .
the fly doesn’t care
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Alice Frampton ✧ Canada

bird song —
morning round
of medicine

William Scott Galasso ✧ United States

Heat lightning
exposing the river bend
deep in the canyon
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D. Claire Gallagher ✧ United States

Veterans Day
her son
sitting taller

Brenda J. Gannam ✧ United States

midnight subway
watching her apply lipstick
he licks his lips

35
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Barry George ✧ United States

diner night —
the ceiling fan twirling
in our teaspoons

Robert Gilliland ✧ United States

jackknifed rig
a trooper waves us
into wildflowers
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Brian Gierat ✧ United States

the corner
where nothing grows —
moonlight

holding her close —
the pulse
of cricket song

37
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Merrill Ann Gonzales ✧ United States

alone now —
the slump
of the garden gate

Kay Grimnes ✧ United States

thunderhead
a mass of starlings
splits in two

38

Anthology 2003

Carolyn Hall ✧ United States

baiting one fish
with another
autumn dawn

frost-bitten hydrangeas
all afternoon
her closed door

the last log added
catches fire —
midwinter's eve
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The Red Moon

Yvonne Hardenbrook ✧ United States

here for her funeral
one of grandma’s quilts
on each bed

Penny Harter ✧ United States

another birthday
I push the candles in
deeper
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Anthology 2003

Timothy Hawkes ✧ United States

afternoon haze
the slow wind-up
of a cicada

funeral’s end —
a pine bough sloughs
its burden of snow

40th birthday —
the leaves just beginning
to change color

41
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Ruth Holzer ✧ United States

driving to Jersey
reciting
Japanese death poems

Ken Jones ✧ United Kingdom

“Long May They Reign”
in the coronation mug
my false teeth
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Anthology 2003

Jon Iddon ✧ United Kingdom

through my stethoscope
the rumble
of the 8:15

recognising the driver
I raise my little finger
to the hearse
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The Red Moon

Jim Kacian ✧ United States

city morning
a crane lifts its shadow
up the wall

a cloud
bigger than the sky —
spring longing

late night pee
the dog runs to the edge
of light
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Anthology 2003

kirsty karkow ✧ United States

winter sunset —
knitting her favorite purples
into his scarf

Bruce Kennedy ✧ United States

a sky full of stars
the lone backpacker’s tent
lit from within

45

The Red Moon

Michael Ketchek ✧ United States

in passing
to another waitress
her real smile

Jerry Kilbride ✧ United States

fine spring rain
she searches her sewing kit
for the right needle
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Anthology 2003

Doreen King ✧ United Kingdom

white chrysanthemums —
remembering the little fibs
you told me

Deborah P. Kolodji ✧ United States

close approach
I meet an old friend
to see Mars
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The Red Moon

Joann Klontz ✧ United States

dim light
the night nurse
describes the rain

test results
a fly keeps returning
to the doctor’s hand

too old
for the menopause study —
winter rain
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Anthology 2003

Rich Krivcher ✧ United States

condoms:
the checker asks me to slide
my card more slowly

Anita Krumins ✧ Canada

Across the alley
between two dress shops
a clothesline
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The Red Moon

Ingrid Kunschke ✧ Germany

winter evening
with tiny stitches
the doll’s smile returns

Elizabeth Searle Lamb ✧ United States

autumn wind
it’s own song
in the cottonwoods

50

Anthology 2003

Evelyn Lang ✧ United States

perfect summer sky
one blue crayon
missing from the box

Rebecca Lilly ✧ United States

An obituary
circled in the newspaper —
pale winter moon

51

The Red Moon

Burnell Lippy ✧ United States

a window fan
turning backwards in a breeze
September afternoon

all day the darkness
in the kindling box
first snow

broom straws
permanently bent
winter solitude

52

Anthology 2003

Martin Lucas ✧ United Kingdom

the kicked stone
rattles off the path
a day without rain

Robert E. Major ✧ United States

Spading garden soil —
the blue and white handle
of an old teacup

53

The Red Moon

Peggy Willis Lyles ✧ United States

bread rising
yellow crocuses
fill with snow

a rope bridge
across the gorge
plum blossoms

morning twilight
fine powder on the mirror
where the moth was
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Anthology 2003

paul m. ✧ United States

migrating whales
all our footprints
washed away

deep winter
stars between the stars
I know

melting snow
the distance between
someone else’s steps
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The Red Moon

Giovanni Malito ◆ Ireland

darkness . . .
the mother tongue
we all forget

Ed Markowski ✧ United States

seedy motel
a gideon’s bible
in mint condition
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Anthology 2003

Francis Masat ✧ United States

headstone
a dash
between the years

Steve Mason ✧ United Kingdom

3 am
the undertaker’s shop front
lights up

57

The Red Moon

Dan McCullough ✧ United States

on father’s
closed casket
my reflection

Allen McGill ✧ Canada

temple silence
a supplicant’s gesture
swirls the incense
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Paul David Mena ✧ United States

all-night supermarket
I get the shopping cart
with the shaky front wheel

preparing for war —
a dog barks
at his own echo
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Joanne E. Miller ✧ United Kingdom

you fold my face in half,
and slide it under the short leg
of your wobbly chair

A. C. Missias ✧ United States

winter rain —
the bright colors
of the playground benches
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Lenard D. Moore ✧ United States

late summer
black men spreading tar
on the side road

Joanne Morcom ✧ Canada

winter night
I keep the telemarketer
talking

61

The Red Moon

Matt Morden ✧ United Kingdom

winter sickness
my daughter tucks me in
for the first time

Irene Moreno ✧ United States

trail’s end
an empty house
for sale by owner

62

Anthology 2003

Jim Mullins ✧ United States

old desktop
the principal looks for
his initials

Claire Murray ✧ United Kingdom

prison garden;
the sunflowers almost as tall
as the fence
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The Red Moon

Naia ✧ United States

summer night . . .
slowly he disappears
into cicada song

Ann Newell ✧ United States

at the party
an old lady smiling
in her sleep

64
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Pamela Miller Ness ✧ United States

deathwatch
I braid my hair
a little tighter

final decision:
the brilliance
of the winter sun

deathbed —
on her nightstand a stash
of travel brochures

65
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w. f. owen ✧ United States

in and out of fog
driving him
to the home

early spring
before she can tie it
the balloon escapes

blue sky
the carpenter makes
a perfect cut
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Peter H. Pache ✧ United States

first day of school —
the bus slowly taken
by the morning fog

Christopher Patchel ✧ United States

a bank notice
of insufficient funds
winter solstice
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Tom Painting ✧ United States

nursing home
a stranger turns
my father

detour
she returns my hand
to the wheel

crickets
the pulse in a hollow
of her neck
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Carl Patrick ✧ United States

reading the map
at a roadside table
an ant leaves Baltimore

Bill Pauly ✧ United States

All Souls’ Day . . .
flies in the darkened eyes
of the jack-o-lantern

69
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Stanley Pelter ✧ United Kingdom

first lipstick
it changes her
forever

Paul Pfleuger, Jr. ✧ United States

winter night . . .
corner girls
read each others’ palms
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Greg Piko ✧ Australia

now the wisteria
supports the trellis
father and son

Francine Porad ✧ United States

summer’s end
he refuses
dialysis

71
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Joanna Preston ✧ New Zealand

blood donors’ centre —
the slow drip
of the coffee machine

Vanessa Proctor ✧ Australia

dry riverbed
a pool in the tarp
of the old boat
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Stuart Quine ✧ United Kingdom

at the edge of the wood again that childhood dread

heading home I return the stone to the river
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The Red Moon

John Quinnett ✧ United States

last rites spoken
the preacher
zips up his bible

Carol Raisfeld ✧ United States

breakfast together
the silence about things
that matter
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Edward J. Rielly ✧ United States

good night kiss —
tasting peanut butter long
after you’re asleep

David Rollins ✧ United Kingdom

cloudless sky —
the cat has settled
into the dog’s shadow

75

The Red Moon

Emily Romano ✧ United States

losing the string
of the teabag —
autumn dusk

Bruce Ross ✧ United States

. . . end of autumn
the one small leaf stuck
to the skylight
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Marlene Rudginsky ✧ United States

stars
he takes off
his hat

Grant Savage ✧ Canada

late afternoon sun
tulips fill with shadows
of themselves

77

The Red Moon

Olivier Schopfer ✧ Belgium

pointing at the stars
all the kids
on tiptoes

Rob Scott ✧ Netherlands

all day the rain sinking deeper into ground the duck’s beak
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Anthology 2003

Adelaide B. Shaw ✧ United States

Another year gone —
packing my mother’s ornaments
with mine

Kuniharu Shimizu ✧ Japan

country road
I quietly cross
the Equator

79

The Red Moon

R. A. Stefanac ✧ United States

snowman
without a word
he’s gone

Gary Steinberg ✧ United States

divorce hearing
we talk about
the rain
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Anthology 2003

John Stevenson ✧ United States

hope
without knowing what for
autumn colors

since you moved,
just a road
I don’t go down

all grown up
and buying myself
a nightlight

81

The Red Moon

Laurie W. Stoelting ✧ United States

family reunion
she brings up stuff
from the cellar

Barbara Strang ✧ New Zealand

visiting my ex —
the dog
licks my face

82

Anthology 2003

Dean Summers ✧ United States

before dawn
the Quaker Oats man
a little too cheerful

George Swede ✧ Canada

of all the leaves
in the woods, my eyes
on the one falling

83

The Red Moon

Patrick Sweeney ✧ United States

Summer night:
the store owner buys something
from his own machine

Hilary Tann ✧ United States

sudden squall
the point of the argument
lost
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Anthology 2003

Cindy Tebo ✧ United States

chilly night
I’m still waiting
for an answer

Ann Thomas ✧ United Kingdom

through thin ice
the frog
stares back

85

The Red Moon

Tom Tico ✧ United States

Midday heat . . .
the wide open door
of the porno shop

Stephen Toft ✧ United Kingdom

suicide spot —
his tyre tracks
fill with rain
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Anthology 2003

vincent tripi ✧ United States

her only nipple
begins to harden
a new year

Charles Trumbull ✧ United States

when she’s gone
I breathe deeply
of real lilac scent

87

The Red Moon

Webster Wach ✧ United States

cold rain —
burying the cat
where I buried the birds

Linda Jeannette Ward ✧ United States

meteor showers
through pre-dawn darkness
i toss corn to the chickens
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Anthology 2003

Michael Dylan Welch ✧ United States

first date
letting her
put snow down my neck

Alison Williams ✧ United Kingdom

crescent moon
so many things
left unsaid

89

The Red Moon

Billie Wilson ✧ United States

winter nears —
in the dog’s eyes
the wolf

the snow deepens —
she leaves our atlas open
to her homeland
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Anthology 2003

Robert D. Wilson ✧ United States

moonlit night —
on a melon, the shadow
of a melon

Jeffrey Winke ✧ United States

evening rain
road pavement releases
the day’s heat
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Ron Woollard ✧ United Kingdom

picking petals
she loves him enough
to cheat

Karina Young ✧ United States

at the top
of the page
my dog’s eyes
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linked forms

Tom Clausen ✧ United States

Middle Way
At times it’s hard to know whether to laugh or cry. The
struggle to be, just to exist requires each of us to be true
to too many things to make sense of which one is right.
		
		
		

a few graves apart:
neighbors who had nothing to say
to each other
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Cherie Hunter Day ✧ United States

Shade of Blue
		I return home —
		 surge over the ledges
		 close to shore		
		
		
		

a foghorn
the last tips of eelgrass
taken by the tide

		
		
		

distant island
in an upstairs window
a remembered shade of blue
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Jim Kacian ✧ United States

twilight and
I’m waiting for him in the kayak. I’m reading a small
book of poetry I have brought with me, not watching,
but alert. When he comes, I hear the soft plink of him
breaking the surface, unmistakable as a bird call. He
sees me immediately, of course, and signals to his mate,
still in the lodge, with a call like the first four notes of
Fur Elise: a falling semitone, then repeated, rasped as
though played on a kazoo. She chucks a couple of times,
and I never do see her. He disappears, and I turn the
boat around and wait, and 30, 40 seconds later, he pops
up, turning the dusklight into a series of small waves
which flow toward me, bearing light, and pass right
through me on into the darkening east.
		
		
		

I am the center
of the perfect circle
the beaver swims
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Michael Ketchek ✧ United States

Haibun
The first time I felt intense kinship with all life on earth
was when I read this article about scientists who had
isolated the gene that stimulates eye growth. Those
scientists used this gene to cause eyes to sprout on the
legs, wings, or anywhere on the bodies of fruit flies. But
what amazed me more than the ability to create fruit
fly monstrosities was that this gene that regulated eye
growth was found to be the same in all animals with
eyes. The same gene in turtles, ladybugs, trout, whales,
people. This single gene has remained unchanged in the
hundreds of millions of years that have passed since
the first sighted creature swam or slithered in some
primordial ocean.
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the spider
hanging from its thread
right at eye level

Karen Knight ✧ United States

Battle Fields—A Sequence
Scorching day
straw hats become
easy targets
Wood pigeons
fly out of the brushwood
into cannon fire
On a Charleston hillside
dead Zouaves
in wildflowers
A young soldier
finds himself alone
on the battlefield
Amputated limbs
outside the tent-hospital
turn blue in the cold
After the battle
swollen horses
in the peach orchard
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Michael McClintock ✧ United States

Men of Property
I let my eyes and hands run over the tools he had
used — the trowel, the spade, the mulching fork. I
gazed at the few remaining tin pails, enameled green,
and recalled how the one got its crimped side and the
other its bullet hole. I pocketed the worn canvas gloves;
the man buying the place had much smaller hands than
dad’s, and could not wear them. But all the tools and
pails and contents of the shed he said he would use,
and would be grateful to have them.
I stepped out of the shed and walked onto the broad
sloping hillside, only a small corner of which belonged
to the property. The shed was planted in the middle of
six rows of fruit trees, six trees to a row, with extra room
made for the shed and open ground around it for loading
boxes with fruit from the buckets: oranges, lemons,
plums. I could still hear my father from somewhere in
the trees calling to my brother and me, to bring him a
ladder, or come get the dog, or haul out the pails full of
fruit, or stop horsing around and go in to supper—he’d
follow.
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hefting a plum —
I know by heart
my father’s orchard

Allen McGill ✧ Canada

Dream State
I drift away from my body whenever I wish, to hover
and soar, to move with ease through life and space. I see
births and deaths, happiness and sorrow, love and rage.
I choose where I want to be, and when. Even time is
no barrier. I visit the past, present, or future. Although
I suspect that my experiences in the future are mainly
in my imagination. The rest, I’m sure, is real.
All time-periods and areas of our world are my realm,
always with something new, different and exciting.
Someday I may even leave this world to visit others.
I’m invincible, you see—nothing can harm me, or even
affect me.
		
		
		

star points
in a moonless sky
sharp wind

Unless forced, I never go back — too much pain.
Sometimes I can’t keep from hurting. At times, I am
pulled back, when doctors try a new, more powerful
medication, or increase the voltage of shock stimulation.
But it doesn’t last long. I fight to remain where I am.
They think to wake me for my benefit, but they’re
mistaken. I don’t want to go back. There’s nothing there
for me any longer. Everyone’s gone now, because of me.

101

No, I will stay in my dream state, as I’ve named
it. They don’t know what to call it. When I’m off
somewhere, I see and hear everything, but I needn’t
feel anything at all. Intellect without emotion.
		
		
		

patches of sun
on a distant hill
protective shade

Omniscient, God must see us this way, watching us,
judging without feeling — a wonderful state of being.
Existence without involvement. If the doctors succeed
in awakening me, I must mourn my lost ones forever.
I try not to remember, but flashes of memory come,
the smoke, the flames — the screams.
We’d vacationed in a tiny rustic cabin. A few beers
and a cigarette outdoors, alone. The twilight walk in
the woods, the flipped butt, the leaky gas tank hidden
behind the cabin — the explosion.
		
		
		

the smoke swirls
with each move toward the light
scorched earth

Enough! I won’t remember. And I’ll never return.
I’m leaving now, going where I can just observe, unseen.
I refuse to awaken, to let them bring me back.
I drift.
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Christopher Patchel ✧ United States

singles
		

all the weight she’s lost since divorcing him

		

his pickup lines and toupée

		

spring chill her yes sounds like no

		

another date with Amelie

		

glancing back at her glancing at me

		

says she needs to spend time with her cats

		

the daughter’s crayon drawing of us

		

in over my head and a head shorter than she is

		

I can’t find a date for the wedding

		

the young widow requests “Rock of Ages”

		

reunited through the classifieds

		

four left feet two-step

		

reading a love letter on the elevator

		

all the weight she’s gained since he left her
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Joanna Preston ✧ New Zealand

Shoulder Reconstruction
She is home from the hospital—right arm strapped to
her side and across her chest, immovable. The empty
right sleeve of her shirt sways like a metro-nome, setting
the tempo as she walks gingerly across the muddy lawn
and up the steps to the house.
		
		
		

home at last —
greeting the dog
wrong handed

Three times a day I have to undo the straps and carefully
straighten her arm, easing it against the spasms of
muscle cramp. Lurid paisley bruises cover her chest, and
a tiny line of stitches march millipede fashion across
her collarbone. For ten minutes, three times a day, she
has to remain motionless:
		
		
		

the third time
today —
that same cryptic crossword

Neither of us is ready for this role reversal. Not knowing
where to look as I give her a sponge bath, trying to
remain impersonal and unembarrassed as I soap her
breasts, her nipples becoming erect in the cross draft
from the door as I pat her dry . . . silly. I am the age
she was when she gave birth to me.
		
		
		

104

washing
my mother’s breasts —
we both giggle

Steve Sanfield ✧ United States

Looking Back on an Old Journey
In the autumn of 1988 I set out on a journey to
Eastern Europe — Poland, the Ukraine, East Germany.
Ostensibly it was to do background research for a book
of stories I was writing about the Fools of Chelm, the
legendary numskulls of the Jewish oral tradition. Though
I had known these stories since childhood, I needed a
landscape to place them in. I needed to learn about the
trees and flowers, to experience sunrises and sunsets,
to feel the rain, to walk in the mud.
Recently, while looking through my notebooks,
I was surprised to discover that even though I filled
scores of pages, I had written only a few poems during
my month’s sojourn there. Why so few is evident from
those that did get recorded.
Road Kill
these seven geese
never whiter than now
soaked in their own blood
			

Sunday at Auschwitz

			
			
			

high school students hurrying
to finish their ice cream
before entering the crematorium
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		Dawn at Maijdanek
		
		
		

all these crows
on the white gravel
betray the official silence

					

Pines at Sobibor

					
					
					

this memorial grove
still twisted and stunted
forty years later

		Flashback at Belzec
		twilight
		 a distant train whistle
		 true terror
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John Stevenson ✧ United States

Untitled
		
		
		

with time
the piles of leaves
have settled

Why does my son lie to me about the trouble he’s in?
It’s so much like the trouble I was in.
		 deep in a dream
			
the door
				
to a storm cellar
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Anne Wallace ✧ United States

Haibun
You don’t meet them when you’re driving, or when
you’re flying, these earnest itinerant seekers. You have
to be on foot, outside usually, where you can come upon
each other gradually, see each other’s faces, speak and
hear, and where you can’t easily get away.
Last spring I met a man in a small Mississippi city,
me walking one way, him the other. He was short and
wiry, lily-white burnt brown, bent under a huge canvas
bedroll, a homemade cross roped around his neck. He
said he needed help, so I told him where the Salvation
Army was, and the nearby Baptist church. But I’d
misunderstood. The help he needed, he explained, was
in shepherding lost souls to god. He knew the way. He’d
studied and thought (and here he showed me the many
pages of single-spaced typing, quotations mixed with
writings of his own, that he carried in his hand), and
was searching them out, one by one. He was pretty sure
I was one, or that I might be able to help him in his
mission. I wouldn’t listen, though. I edged away, wishing
him luck, tellling him again that I thought the church
might put him up for the night. He said, “I wish you’d
read this. You don’t understand.” He was right.
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still shading the stream
the young tree leans, its roots
torn half away

Today I met another man in a big city in North
Carolina. We were both going the same way, but I was
walking faster, out for exercise more than for pleasure
on this hot day. He was a big man, tall and heavy, deep
purply-black, with a bandana tied on his head and
sunglasses against the heat, carrying a small backpack
over one shoulder, traveling light.
He was full of words that just spilled out of him,
like Coleridge when he walked, so that as I came near
him I heard him speak, and as I went on he was still
talking. But for a little time, we were near each other,
and then he spoke to me. “People mistreat things,” he
said. “They don’t treat things right. But there are people
watching. We know their purpose and their intent.
They’ll make this place a wasteland.”
I tried to answer him, saying “Well, then I guess
it’s a good thing that people are watching.” “Lots of
people, dear, lots of people,” he said with a smile, and
turned a little out of my way. I went on, hearing his voice
raise into a brief song and then sink back to speech.
		
		
		

near the stream
a shadow sharpens:
kingfisher

I like to think my mind ranges free. Like the men
I met, I read and think and talk. But my world also
has windows that close and doors that lock, because
the truth is that they’re too strong for me, those pure
ones, lost to uncertainty, so sure of their way. They go
on under the sun, traveling without thought of home.
I go home and shower and have my second cup of
coffee and listen to classical music on the radio, my
own gospel-comfort and peace.
I will never meet them again. I will meet them again
tomorrow.
		summer sun:
		 each green tree
		 casts its own shade.
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Rich Youmans ✧ United States

Head-On
Driving toward the concert, along a backroad dense
with insects and pine, we come to the slow procession
of cars. It stretches through deepening twilight,
disappears around the bend a half mile up. Oh God, I
mutter. Accident, my wife says; maybe road work. We
close in, join the row of cars. We’re going to be late,
I say; an hour at least. My wife doesn’t answer. White
headlights rush us from around the bend — prisoners
set free, running wild-eyed into the night. Then they
end and, one by one, we begin to move.
taillights fade
and flare . . .
above, one steady star

We wait. Behind us, headlights accumulate. This is
ridiculous, I say, it had been such a nice day—as if
that should excuse us from this tie-up. But it had been
wonderful, one of those rare Saturdays when everything
went right: a morning of small chores accomplished
without effort, an afternoon spent watching the Red Sox
win, an early dinner at our favorite Thai restaurant, with
the anticipation of a performance by the Tokyo String
Quartet. Now this. My wife, always the more patient
one, hums one of her favorite tunes — something from
Bach, a sonatina. It makes me think of our vacant seats,
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waiting in the concert hall. Five minutes, I report; five
minutes and we’ve barely moved. My wife just continues
to hum. A siren grows loud, louder, cuts off. It’s not road
work, my wife says. I nod, half-listening. Headlights
pass. Taillights dim, crawl forward, grow bright again.
Twilight turns to night: only a few stars, no moon.
Finally, after forty minutes, we begin to round the bend.
red light beating
against the pine —
my pulse

Slowly the scene presents itself: a police car like a
battleship across our lane; one officer directing vehicles
around a row of red flares. On the roadside, a station
wagon, its front end nearly gone, its entire windshield
burst; glass glitters across the black-top, as if all the
stars had dropped. A rear door is open; near it, three
white-shirted medics huddle over a sheeted figure.
Farther down, an ambulance and its warm interior light
sits parked beneath the pines, cozy as a small house.
Head-on, my wife says. They must have already towed
the other car. Then she points to a spot just left of the
medics, and touches my hand . . .
by the bright flare
a child’s sneaker,
its laces still tied

Quickly, it comes to me: the end of an outing; a family
returning from a picnic, the park; a husband, a wife,
children full and sleepy from hot dogs and sun. Wagon
running smoothly through the shadows of pines, dotted
white line zipping past its tires, windshield filled with
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the last light of a day suddenly canceled as the family
rounds the bend. An officer waves us on, and we proceed
past the wagon with its violated metal; past the medics
who calmly work, their movements precise and quick;
past the white sneaker. Then we are back in our lane,
speeding up, passing the stalled row of oncoming cars.
We have become one of the wild-eyed ones, yet we do
not feel free. My wife no longer hums her favorite Bach,
and I have stopped thinking of the concert. Instead, I
concentrate on the road, on the insects flicking through
the headlight beams. I am conscious of my wife — of her
cream-colored dress, her pendant earrings, the curl in
her hair. I touch her pale arm, just to feel its skin; she
takes my fingers, doesn’t let go. Carefully, I steer down
the road with one hand, my knuckles white against the
wheel, as we proceed through the night.
from star
to star —
the deep space between
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essays

Dimitar Anakiev ✧ Slovenia

New Tools: The Dimension of the Line
It was Tohta Kaneko who first noticed that Masaoka
Shiki was the first haiku poet to establish the dual
structure of haiku1. That is to say, who noticed that
dualism is the true nature of haiku, in many of its aspects:
it is a popular poem easily written by anyone, and at
the same time, it can be the highly artistic product; it
is both a national and international poem; etc. Such
dualism has provided the form with an enormous
dynamism, flexibility and open-endedness throughout
its duration as a genre.
It is interesting seeing the “three eternal dogmas”
of haiku (fixed form, kigo and kireji) eroding one by one
through time, starting from the most external (form)
to the most essential. That process occurs in Japanese
as well as international haiku through the works of
creative poets, editors and translators. The most recent
replacement of kigo by key-words offered high hopes
for new possibilities of a universal understanding in
haiku. But even after accepting such radicalization of
the basic haiku tools — like kigo — the sense remained
that haiku remained based upon a single one, the first
and the last, eternal principle: the kireji. The use of kireji
established the technique of juxtaposition, influential in
other arts2, and became the basic foundation of western
haiku as well. Even more, it seems that kireji is the main
“culprit” for another haiku dogma: the representation
of haiku as a three-line poem among Westerners.
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A new translation of the haiku of Santoka executed
by Hiroaki Sato3 has come just in time to reintroduce
the one-liner in a completely new and artistically
successful way. Ignoring the traditional tool of kireji,
Sato’s translation opens a new dimension in haiku,
introducing new tools for the composition of haiku,
and creating an independent, autonomous artistic
language. Even though I count myself as a local expert
in Santoka’s work, having translated ten years ago this
same collection of Santoka’s poems for the first time
in the Balkans4, Grass and Tree Cairn fascinated and
surprised me. Perhaps this is because the translations
meet my thoughts about the auto-nomous and universal
language of haiku, expressed in my speech at the first
World Haiku Association Conference5 and much more
concretely in another article published in Ginyu6.
Let me introduce some idea of these tools of artistic
language provided by these translation masterpieces.
In this first example, Sato counters the most basic
haiku strategy, the limning of images, through a pointed
verbalism — let’s call it “cumulative line”:
Yuki ga furu furu yuki miteoreba
The snow falls falls as I watch the snow

The translation works in Serbian too:
Gledam sneg kako pada pada sneg

The tension is created through the repetition of a single
noun and a single verb. “Cumulative line” works equally
well in different languages. It creates a kind of “magic
structure” well known from primitive poetry as well as
in western expressionism.
Another strategy I term “lineal syncopation”:
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Houi konnani yaburate kusa no mi
My monk’s robe so torn grass seeds
Ova moja mantija bas pocepana trava korov

Syncopation is widely used in many free form haiku
but is usually built through the creation of a new line.
It may be a mechanical break or physical break. But
here we have very new idea, a substantial break which
results from liberating words from any syntactical
function (“grass”, “seeds”) and transforming them into
pure objects. Here they cause a break in the phrase,
creating their own space and a smaller break between
them. In this example it is the only strategy used and
is, also, independent of any haiku tradition. Syncopation
is a recognized jazz technique, and seems like an ideal
tool for free form haiku, particularly the one-liner. It,
too, works equally well in several languages.
There is yet another strategy I would like to borrow
from the art of filmmaking. (Through the years of
development of the art of film filmmakers have borrowed
many artistic tools from haiku; perhaps the time has
come to pay back the debt). This one is known as the
“subjective take”. Let’s take Santoka’s next poem in two
English translations:
Yuki e yuki furu shisukesa ni oru
Snow falls
On the snowfall
Silently.		
(Translation by John Stevens)
I’m in the quietness of snow falling on snow
				
(translation by Hiroaki Sato)
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In translating the above poem John Stevens chooses
the strategy of objective representation. It is the
“mainstream” strategy in both Japanese and US
haiku, following Shiki’s conception of kyoakkan byosha
(objective description), but we know that Santoka and
other poets of the jiyuritsu (“free style”) haiku school
did not follow these mainstream rules. Similarly, in the
theory of shooting some filmmakers choose the strategy
of “subjective take”, breaking the illusion of objective
perception with a strongly pointed psychological aspect
in the take. In Sato’s translation the center of the
expression moves from the objective to the subjective.
The power of the poem is not in the building of a clear
image (following T.S. Eliot’s “objective correlative”);
the position of the poet is not merely academic, that
is, is not that of a detached observer. The power is in
the unity of the poet and nature. This is a typical Zen
point of view. In my opinion the subjective take is the
most outstanding trait of Santoka’s poetry.
It is interesting that the linear translation nicely
points to this subjectiveness (the time aspect!) while
three lines occupying the space points to the image and
objectivity.
Finally, I want to suggest a technique borrowed
from the art of film: action cutting.
Asayake ame furu daikon makou
Morning glow rain falls I’ll sow daikon
Rujna zora kisi sadicu daikon

Actually this is a poem in three parts: “Morning glow”,
“rain falls” and “I’ll sow daikon” even without a kireji
but still works as a dualistic poem: “Morning glow”
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and “rain falls I’ll sow daikon”. The trans-formation
into dual structure is very important. The functional
link between the latter two images are edited like two
takes from a film: in the art of film it is possible to
link two different contents by moving an action from
take to take. For example: a black girl in Nigeria is
raising her hand (cut) a white boy in Russia moves his
hand to his ear — both takes are linked by the action
of the hand. This is “action cutting”. In haiku the role
of “action” is taken by the verbs. The energy of the
verb can similarly link two (or more) elements within
a poem even though they contain different contents,
especially in the one-liner. This opens up possibilities
for using verbs in haiku, as Santoka has freely done.
“Action cutting” is the only strategy in this haiku and
again works in different languages equally well.
A careful reading of these translations of Santoka’s
one-liners yields much creative joy and many surprises,
and demonstrates great creative potential for one-line
haiku.
Formal elements can never be eternal dogma. They
are changeable and adaptable to the needs of time and
space. The only “eternal qualities” of haiku are internal
ones, related to the spirit: the “haiku moment”, and
even more, poetic truth.
__________
1. Tohta Kaneko “On Shiki Masaoka Proceedings”, Deutsche-Japanese Haiku
Gespraeche, Gendai Haiku Kyokai, Tokyo, 2002
2. A contribution of haiku to the art of film editing is noted in many works of
the Soviet film school (Lev Kuleshov, Sergei Eisentstein)
3. Santoka Grass and Tree Cairn translated by Hiroaki Sato, illustrations by
Stephen Addiss, Red Moon Press, VA, 2002
4. Santoka Pesme samoce translated into Serbian by Dimitar Anakiev, autorsko
izdanje, Nis, 1993.
5. Dimitar Anakiev “Towards an universal poetic genre”, Meeting Booklet,
World Haiku Association Inaugural Meeting, Tolmin, Slovenia, 2000
6. Dimitar Anakiev “The language of minimalism”, Ginyu 7, Tokyo, 2000
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Stephen Broyard ✧ United States

Masahide and the Moon
		kura yakete 			
		 sawaru mono naki 		
		tsukimi kana
		
		
		

Storehouse burned —
now nothing hides
the moon!

It seems that Bashō’s endorsement of this haiku, written
by a samurai named Mizuta Masahide (1657-1723), wasn’t
enough to commend it to literary attention. Thus, it’s
not very often that we find it in an anthology of the
genre. Some commentators, without ignoring it, overtly
dismiss it. Thus does Makoto Ueda, in his otherwise
splendid book Literary and Art Theories in Japan, where
he condemns it, even without mentioning the author, as
being “ludicrously pretentious”. His statement echoes
Blyth’s: “Masahide is famous for a very pretentious verse
approved by Bashō”.
The haiku, quite concrete, refers to an episode in
Masahide’s life, happened sometime around 1688: a
fire destroys his storehouse. The fact must have been
one mishap in a long series, because in 1703, a friend of
his, by the name of Jozen, bares witness that Masahide
became so poor that he couldn’t afford even a blanket
for his children. It is difficult to imagine a samurai living
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in such misery unless he abandoned a more comfortable
life for something else, maybe for the intransigencies of
literature or Buddhist spirituality. But let’s read the poem
again, trying to elucidate what lies behind the words:
		
		
		

Storehouse burned —
now nothing hides
the moon!

The haiku states simply: my storehouse caught fire, it all
burned down and now I can see, unconcealed, the moon.
The haiku reminds me of the encounter between
Diogenes and Alexander the Great, as recounted by
Plutarch: “While he stayed here, many public ministers
and philosophers came from all parts to visit him, and
congratulated him on his election, but contrary to his
expectation, Diogenes of Sinope, who then was living at
Corinth, thought so little of him, that instead of coming
to compliment him, he never so much as stirred out of
the suburb called the Cranium, where Alexander ran
across him lying at full length in the sun. When he saw
so much company near him, he raised himself a little,
and vouchsafed to look upon Alexander; and when he
kindly asked him whether he wanted any thing, ‘Yes,’
said he, ‘I would have you stand from between me and
the sun.’”
Returning to our haiku, we could ask ourselves,
somehow simplistically: all right, but with or without
a storehouse, what’s the difference? Couldn’t he just go
around and see the moon? Here the parallel to Diogenes
is illuminating: both Masahide and Diogenes have a
certain stubbornness to see something from their chosen
place. A stubbornness, a radicalism which states that if
I’m not able to see from anywhere I choose,then I will
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see from nowhere. That’s what Diagones’ quirkiness
implies. After all, we shouldn’t forget that he resists the
temptation to have a wish fulfilled. But his refusal to
have a wish satisfied, any wish, has the significance of
refusing the wish pure-and-simple, the wish anytimeand-anywhere. It’s not a moment of ennui or of placid
nonconformance, but a question of principle, of ethics.
Diogenes’ subtext is that one cannot be sage (the
metaphor is to see) with intermittence or conditionally
and that in order to attain wisdom one has to abolish
desire altogether. The same with Masahide, whom we
can imagine having abandoned a more secure social
position exactly for being able to “see”. Indirectly, he
affirms that his own storehouse was bothering him,
staying in his way to the moon. The haiku assumes that,
before the accident, Masahide was suffering spiritual
cataracts. Otherwise he wouldn’t exclaim that it’s
(only) now that he can see (the moon). In spite of the
sacrifices he must have endured all his life, he feels he
was still far from the condition of seer. It’s only now
that his eyes open, when a last obstacle disappears,
when a last connection with the downward, with the
mundane, is lost. The proximal materiality is exchanged
for the remote moon. Only now, that he doesn’t have
any-thing left, not even the wish of possessing, he has
everything, he has the moon.
The haiku is not pretentious because it doesn’t
pretend anything. It simply describes an actual fact
of Masahide’s life, transfigured into a spiritual
experience. As for the other sense of the word pretentious — intended to attract notice and impress
others — we have no evidence whatsoever that this was his
intention. On the contrary, the haiku is stern, somehow
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unadorned, and, more importantly, strikes a common
vital chord. This explains why in the same period,
Tachibana Hokushi (d. 1718) writes a comparable poem:
		 Onto the ashes where my cottage burned,
		 The cherry-blossoms scatter, unconcerned. 		
					
(translation Stewart)

and that, more than a century later, Issa Kobayashi
(1763-1828) composes, in similar circumstances, a similar
haiku. When his house is destroyed in Kashiwabara’s
great fire in 1827, he writes on a playful tone:
		 House burnt down —
		 fleas
		 dance in embers.
					
(translation Stryk)

and, in 1809 (he was then 46), after he loses his lodging,
he writes:
		
		
		

Now without house —
I see spring
blossoming

These all are texts that transform a material loss into
a spiritual rebirth.
Finally, we could ask ourselves: what was the moon
to Masahide? The answer comes by itself: it’s what the
sun was to Diogenes. Masahide would bond the rest of
his life to it and, beyond, all his death, as one can see
from his jisei:
yuku toki wa
tsuki ni narabite
mizu no tomo

It’s time to go—
with the moon by my side
friend in the water.
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David Burleigh ✧ Japan

By the Way #18
It is of course Bashō who has dominated the understanding of haiku in the West. The several English
translations of his work have exercised a considerable
influence, though one that is not always immediately
visible. In Cor van den Heuvel’s book, The Haiku
Anthology (3rd Edition, 1999), for instance, there are
various traces to be found. I should like to look at one
of the less obvious examples in it. This can be seen,
on close examination, in the work of Nicholas Virgilio
(1928-1989), one of the pioneers of American haiku.
This poet is particularly well known for the poems he
wrote about his brother, who died in the Vietnam War.
Perhaps the best-known of these is the short elegy he
specifically inscribed to his brother’s memory:
		
		
		

deep in rank grass,
through a bullet-riddled helmet:
an unknown flower

The poet barely departs, in these 4-8-5 syllable lines,
in what one takes to be a deeply-felt poem, from the
pattern of 5-7-5 in which he had first trained himself.
The even numbers of the first two lines nevertheless
help to prepare for a mild surprise in the third. The
more important feature of the poem, however, is its use
of imagery, and I believe this has been entirely drawn
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from Bashō. The “rank grass” of the first line, a phrase
that can be found in R. H. Blyth’s various translations,
also recalls the “summer grasses” of a famous elegiac
verse by Bashō:
natsukusa ya tsuwamono-domo ga yume no ato
		
		
		

The summer grasses —
Of brave soldiers’ dreams
The aftermath.

The connection with war here is obvious enough,
though it is only the initial image that has been taken
for the English poem, to invoke the tropical climate
of Viet-nam. The image of the helmet would appear to
come from another equally heart-rending elegiac verse:
muzan ya na kaabuto no shita no kirigirisu
		
		
		

Alas for mortality!
Underneath the helmet
A grasshopper.

Both of these English versions are by Donald Keene,
from The Narrow Road of Oku, his translation of the
Oku no hosomichi, published in 1996 and doubtless
much earlier as well. It is known that Virgilio hoped
for Keene’s approval of his English haiku, though
whether he depended on these or other translations
is not clear. Certainly the third verse that the poet
apparently absorbed into his short elegy comes from
another source, as it is taken from a different journal:
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nan no ki no hana to wa shirazu nioi kana
		
		
		
		

Not knowing
The name of the tree,
I stood in the flood
Of its sweet smell.

The journal that this comes from is Oi no kobumi, in
which Bashō recorded a visit to Ise. The fulsome English
version here is by Nobuyuki Yuasa, from his rendering
of the journal as The Records of a Travel-Worn Satchel
in the still-popular Penguin edition. Whether this is the
one that Virgilio knew is unclear, as he may well have
used some of R. H. Blyth’s many volumes of translation.
The exact sources do not matter: what is important to
notice is the reworking of the imagery. But what are
we to make of it? It is not quite pastiche, though there
is something imitative about the poem when it is set
against the others that inspired it. Perhaps the result
can best be described as a kind of successful grafting.
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David Cobb ✧ United Kingdom

Two Differing Views of Time and Nature
1. “A haiku is an unrhymed Japanese poem recording
the essence of a moment keenly perceived, in which
nature is linked to human nature.” (From A Haiku Path,
recording the “official” definition adopted by the Haiku
Society of America and used in Frogpond magazine.)
[My emphases.]
2. “In the first place, Japanese haiku are not nature poems
at all. Japanese poems are concerned with the four
seasons of the year, so they are season-poems. Haiku are
time-poems; where content is concerned, haiku deal with
the passage of time, with things that have passed away,
with the present and the future. And the poet illustrates
this process of becoming and passing away within a
short or long period of time by referring to things in
the natural world, both alive and dead.” (translated from
an article by Thomas Hemstege in Vierteljahresschrift
der Deutschen Haiku-Gesellschaft, Vol.16, No.60, March
2003.) [My emphases again.]
This definition argues that references to Nature are
incidental or instrumental to the poet’s impressions of
the passage of time. The nub of the action is something
that poets do with Nature. The case is made for a “haiku
continuum” rather than a “haiku moment”.
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Dee Evetts ✧ United States

The Conscious Eye: Family Relationships
When I proposed the topic of parent/child relationships for this column, I had some hopes that readers
would find this interesting — but had no idea just how
large the response would be. I have received over 150
poems as submissions so far, while looking at some 700
more from other sources.
I have not made a rigorous analysis of all this
material, but can state with confidence that the two
largest groups consist of poets writing (lovingly, wryly,
wistfully) about their growing children, and poets writing
(fondly, sadly, elegiacally) about their aging or deceased
parents. There are a smaller number of poems coming
from other angles — such as the role a parent played in
the poet’s childhood.
It seems obvious to start with poems that have
children as their subject. As always, I was on the lookout
for work that goes beyond the commonplace. To be
honest, one haiku about a child’s lovableness or charm
is very much like another. To be truly interesting, to
be worthwhile not only reading, but lingering over and
going back to, the poem needs — as a pearl oyster needs
a grain of irritant — some portion of the complexity of
relationships, the ambivalence of feelings, the paradox
of gain and loss.
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Most of the examples that follow have the teenage
years as their setting — no surprise here, since that is
when the push-pull of individuation usually becomes
insistent. Yet Annie Bachini has astutely caught a very
early moment of self-assertion:
		
		
		

after dad
tidies her scarf
the toddler fixes it herself1

We can feel — as if ourselves transported back to childhood — the urge to shake off an overprotective hand.
Moving on perhaps a decade, here is an intriguing
and ambiguous picture from Harsangeet Kaur Bhullar:
		
		
		

through the cigarette smoke
a young woman
makes eyes at my daughter2

This is susceptible to various interpretations. If we
imagine the girl to be at or past puberty, then there is
a suggestion of overtures being made. It seems more
likely that she is much younger than this, and that the
situation is entirely innocent — though not necessarily
free of anxiety for the poet-parent. Just the idea that the
daughter may one day make friends with a sophisticated
older person could be disturbing, if not threatening. Yet
even these feelings might be mixed with pride.
Below are two poems that I admire for their
insightful treatment of sexual awareness or shyness
between adolescent and parent:
		
		
		

Mom’s sunburnt back . . .
first the youngest touches it
then the eldest3
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buying fresh melons
my son slaps a “ripe” sticker
onto my blouse4

The first of these, by Randy Brooks, feels very true:
the older child displaying more self-consciousness
than the younger. (We are left to speculate: what about
the middle one, implied by “youngest . . . eldest”?) By
contrast, in Lynne Leach’s poem we glimpse a family
with seemingly less inhibitions. Or: a boy who can
tease his mother this playfully is likely well on his way
to emotional maturity.
Much of the work that I have looked at in recent
weeks brings to mind a passage in Kahlil Gibran’s book
The Prophet: “Your children are not your children. They
are the sons and daughters of Life’s longing for itself.
They come through you but not from you . . . You are
the bows from which your children as living arrows are
sent forth.” He concludes by speaking of “the arrow
that flies . . . the bow that is stable.”
In my opinion, Karen Sohne has written the quintessential haiku about loving and letting go:
		
		
		

fifteenth birthday
my son’s eyes no longer
exactly blue5

Sohne excels at uncovering the human psyche through
poems that present themselves as disarmingly domestic.
Here, on one level we have simply the unvarnished
statement that the poet has noticed a change in the
color of her son’s eyes. On another, the poem evokes all
the conflicting feelings of the parent regarding a child
who is on the brink of adulthood. The word “exactly” is
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perfectly chosen, for it conveys so much: the closeness
of observation, the tender familiarity with such details,
the determination to be objective.
Graduation ceremonies, for so many parents, prove
to be a watershed in this transition from protector
to whatever is possible: friend, well-wisher, port in a
storm. I sense all of this and much more in Lee Gurga’s
deservedly well-known
		
		
		

graduation day —
my son & I side by side
knotting our ties6

While this almost defies analysis (and can there be
a higher tribute?) I have often wondered about that
ampersand. Recently I tried typing out the poem with
the second line a more conventional “my son and I side
by side”. A hint of the sententious is detectable, and
I would guess this is what the poet sought to remedy.
In a much simpler vein, this poem by Ross Kremer
conveys a good-humored acceptance of the new order:
		
		
		

Graduation over
my daughter hugs her boy friend
first7

I like the way the last line creates a small shock of
surprise, akin to that which the parents must have felt.
Finally in this group, there is Carolyn Hall’s finely
measured
		
		
		

first night home from college
click of the latch
on her bedroom door8
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It may be that the daughter of this house was formerly
in the habit of leaving her door ajar at night. Even
excluding that, the small sound of the latch speaks
worlds about what continues and what must change.
She is home again — and yet not.
In one way or another, all of these poems are saying
the same thing: if love aspires to be more than selfserving, it has no choice but to grant autonomy to the
beloved.
Inevitably, many of the poets who are coping
with — and writing about — their children’s coming
of age are often at the same time facing the prospect
of their own parents’ impending old age and death.
Selecting in a broadly chronological sense, we may
start with Gloria Jaguden’s telling glimpse:
		
		
		

his Father’s Day brunch
from among the lemonades
he picks up the check9

Here is a man accustomed to directing events, willing
to sit back and enjoy being feted as a grandfather (the
lemonades suggest) as well as a father, but — sharp as
ever — quietly picking up the tab. Useless to argue with
him, no doubt. The poet seems to observe all this with
a loving acceptance.
A more complex poem is Alyson Pou’s
		
		
		

sunlight shines red
through my father’s thumb
on the steering wheel10

This also depicts someone still in control—if not
controlling, for that thumb is possibly a domineering
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one. On another level it suggests vulnerability, and
mortality, and (the redness is blood, after all) an
apprehension of almost visceral connection between
generations.
This haiku by paul m. shifts the scene at first glance
not so very far:
		
		
		

sudden swell —
taking the tiller
from my father11

But there is a very different feel to this relationship. It
is fair to assume that the father once taught the son,
that they sailed together as equals for many years, that
the older man now has physical limitations. I don’t
know how the poet achieves this (could it be the word
“sudden”?) but somehow we are made to understand
that for neither one is this a problem.
Retirement comes as difficult transition for many,
and time seems to hang heavy for the subject of Lee
Gurga’s poem:
		august heat —
		 dad calls after lunch
		 with news of a murder12

There is no suggestion of impatience here: rather,
amusement and understanding mingled.
Things are much edgier in this situation so
convincingly depicted by Alexis Rotella:
		
		
		

300 miles away
my father makes sure
I hear him sigh13
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Rare the family that is entirely free of subtle reproaches,
conveyed more often by a tone of voice than by the
words themselves; or by a set of the mouth, a silence,
an exhalation.
Another realm is entered when physical or mental
incapacity are the case. There is a straightforwardness
and innocence about Joanna Preston’s
		
		
		

washing
my mother’s breasts
we both giggle14

What for some could only be embarrassment, in this
relationship is transformed by a shared sense of humor
into a new and privileged kind of intimacy.
John Stevenson has a finely etched poem:
		
		
		

neatly made bed
a slight depression
where dad sat waiting15

For all its clarity, much is unspecified here. We might
be in a hospital, or alternatively a nursing home; we do
not know who made the bed so neatly; it is not revealed
for whom or for what the father was waiting. The exact
circumstances are not important. What comes through
so strongly and compassionate-ly is the sense of a life
reduced to very limited dimen-sions. But more than this:
a recognition of (and a salute to) something steadfast,
even stoic.
Dementia is surely one of the most taxing conditions
for all involved, and to take it on poetically is a further
act of courage — not least artistically. How to make the
commonplace symptoms—forgotten names and faces,
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repetitive actions and questions — anything other than
banal, without becoming maudlin? This approach by
Pamela Miller Ness stands out:
		
		
		

Alzheimer’s ward
again father counts
the afghan squares16

For me what renders this tenderly personal is the
colored blanket — something familiar brought from
home, we might conjecture. It serves to link present
and past, thus widening the context and deepening the
humanity of this poem.
Relationships belong to life, certainly, but are by
no means ended by death. This is abundantly clear in
Annie Bachini’s
		
		
		

news item —
knowing exactly what my mother’s
response would have been17

In many African cultures a person’s physical dissolution
is regarded as less significant than the final oblivion
which comes when no-one who knew us remains alive.
In the meantime we continue to play a significant role,
however indefinable. As in this enigmatic piece by ai li:
		
		
		

the man who loved her
his son sends
a wreath18

where the reader can discover a chain of repercussions.
Viewed in this way, an individual’s life and death come
to look more like an ever-widening ripple that interlaces
with countless others.
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In conclusion, I have an assortment of material that
declined to fit easily into the scheme for this topic so
far. Nonetheless there are some smaller groupings that
suggest themselves. I want to start by comparing two
poems — one by Randy Brooks, the other by paul m.
		
		
		

after all these years
she asks about her mother
I put on another log19

		
		
		

strewn driftwood
a boy asking
about his father20

We can only guess at the circumstances, the particular
history underlying each of these poems. Death, divorce,
adoption — all are possibilities. And this ambiguity
would seem to indicate that in each case the poet is
concerned more with the quality of the moment than
with biography. In this regard there is an interesting
commonality. Walking by the ocean, sitting beside a
dying fire, both are situations we can all recognise as
conducive to contemplative silence as well as to the
exchange of confidences.
There are also some distinct dissimilarities. Brooks
writes in the first person, and his closing line “I put on
another log” manages to convey a mingling of relief, love,
and resolution. The overall effect is one of intensity
and intimacy. In marked contrast, Miller’s voice is far
more detached. Grammatically speaking at least, it is
conceivable that his poem is about acquaintances, or even
strangers. However, it seems more likely that the poet has
chosen the third person voice in order to take a deliberate
step back from his own experience, thus achieving
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a largeness or universality. This would be consistent
with the “strewn driftwood” of the first line, which
(without insisting on metaphor) offers an image that
accords with the idea of elusive or doubtful parentage.
These two poems glance backward in time, from a
very present moment. Somewhat unusually for haiku,
Roberta Beary below uses a memory to evoke her past
and bring it into the present for the reader:
		
		
		

piano practice
in the room above me
my father shouting21

It may be that my own early years lead me to see a
child doggedly, even desperately, continuing with her
scales, perhaps trying to drown out the anger directed
at — her mother, a sibling? In any case it is hard to avoid
the conclusion that the poet has deep-seated feelings
connected with this episode.
David Cobb does something temporally different
again, in his
		
		
		

pickabacking my son
I feel my father’s shoulders
in my crotch22

Here past and present experience are overlaid, one
calling forth the other in a very physical way. The poem
starts out lightheartedly enough, then becomes slightly
unsettling — a mood reinforced by the uncompromising
choice of “crotch” as the last word.
That aside, Cobb’s poem is clearly meant to express
the onward roll of generations. Louise Beaven aims for
the same thing, but with a world of difference:
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watching my daughter
watching her daughter washing
her doll’s white socks23

There is nothing in the least disturbing about this. On
the contrary, Beaven’s domestic scene, so tidily conjuring
up four (count them) generations of women, comes
within a breath of being saccharine.
“Cute rots the soul”, Andy Warhol has declared.
This may be debatable in everyday life; in the realm
of artistic expression it is difficult to refute. It is as if
an excess of sentiment obliterates the individuality of
writer and subject alike.
On the other hand, somewhere in my notebooks
I have a quotation that eludes me for now, and which
I must therefore paraphrase: good writing approaches
sentimentality without succumbing to it. I have selected
the remaining poems for discussion with this in mind.
		
		
		

chicken pox —
the embrace of my daughter
even warmer24

This is by Dimitar Anakiev, who without embellish-ment
records his sick child’s feverish hug. The play on “warmer”
is understated, yet conveys the enhanced emotions of
both father and daughter.
		
		
		

my son’s x-ray
clamped to the light
cowlick faintly visible25

Difficult indeed to write about a cowlick without
waxing sentimental; David Elliott succeeds here by
keeping his diction strictly clinical. This restraint has
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the effect of making the parent’s concern and anxiety
all the more evident.
Finally a poem by Paul Muldoon that confounds
most of my predilections concerning haiku and senryu:
		
		
		

I’ve upset the pail
in which my daughter had kept
her five — “No, six” — snails.26

It is only after the poem has delighted me that I notice
the five-seven-five syllable count. Normally this would
set off alarm bells, as would the single run-on sentence
without any apparent break or juxtaposition.
In part it is because of the natural flow of language
that I overlooked all this. Besides that, there is a master
stroke in the third line. The surprise interjection of
direct speech serves to mask the regular count, while
providing a second dimension that the poem would
otherwise lack. It is a brilliant and genuinely comic
device — to allow the little girl to interrupt the poem,
and admonish the writer for not observing the exact
magnitude of his carelessness. And then to resist
the temptation (or not even be tempted?) to put an
exclamation mark in the all too obvious place.
In the end I can only say: bravo.
__________
Notes
1. Presence 4; 2. A New Resonance 1 (Red Moon Press, Winchester VA 1999); 3. School’s Out
(Press Here, Sammamish WA 1999); 4. Woodnotes 21; 5. Absence of Cows (Spring Street Haiku
Group, 1998); 6. Woodnotes 30; 7. Frogpond XIV:2; 8. A New Resonance 2 (Red Moon Press,
2001); 9. Geppo XXIII:5; 10. Frogpond XXIV:3; 11. Agnieszka’s Dowry 12; 12. Frogpond XXII:3;
13. Looking for a Prince (White Peony Press, Cairnbrook PA 1991)); 14. winterSPIN #40;
15. Raw NerVZ VI:3; 16. bottle rockets #3; 17. Blithe Spirit 7:3; 18. Global Haiku (Mosaic Press,
Niagara Falls, NY 2000); 19. School’s Out (Press Here, 1999); 20. Modern Haiku XXIX:1; 21.
Woodnotes 31; 22. Snapshots 4; 23. The Haiku Hundred (Iron Press, North Shields UK 1992); 24.
Frogpond XXII:3; 25. A New Resonance 1 (Red Moon Press, 1999); 26. Hopewell Haiku LXXV
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Graham High ✧ United Kingdom

Finding Surreal Haiku
The word ‘surreal’ (with a small ‘s’) has come a long way
since the Surrealist movement had its brief flowering,
in literature and the visual arts, during the period
bookended by the two world wars. It has proved to be
a word and concept, tailor-made for popularisation,
and over the decades has been co-opted by advertising
and marketing; by all the media in turn; and by popular
culture of all types. One might think that its meaning
has been so watered down as to have no residual taste
whatsoever.
What can we mean, then, by surreal haiku? What
qualities would one expect from such a thing? Should
it be characterised by the purely irrational? By arbitrary non-sequiturs? By the bringing together of two
tangentially related images like ‘the chance en-counter of
an umbrella and a sewing machine on an operating table’?
Should it operate by employing a simultaneous focus
on concrete reality and its sub-jective connotations?
Is a surreal haiku a contra-diction in terms in certain
respects? In order to explore the possibilities, it might be
instructive to look at those writers whose experiments
variously defined the movement at its beginnings.
Surrealism, as a historical literary influence, is
primarily a French affair. Despite the cross cultural
links between France and Japan, and the undoubted
interest in Japanese culture during the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries, there seems to be no
evidence that any of the main Surrealist poets ever
wrote, or took the slightest interest in haiku. There
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are, however, some interesting parallels to be found in
considering the work of the surrealists individually, as
well as the possibility, within the wide range of work
encompassed by the Surreal poets group, to come to
alternative definitions as to what a surreal haiku might
be. It may even be possible to discover, among the
writings of these poets, ‘found’ surreal haiku.
Apollinaire, the inventor of the word ‘Surrealism’,
is a poet whose aim was fundamentally democratic. In
his rejection of the idea, implicit in symbolist poetry,
that there is a category of images in themselves poetic,
and his insistence on ordinary language dealing with
the most familiar and everyday of images but elevating
them, via a fresh view, to some-thing extraordinary,
something more than real, we begin to see something
of the haiku sensibility.
His motto was ‘I astonish’, and he portrayed his work
as ‘this long quarrel between tradition and innovation’,
a dialectic familiar in haiku magazines. His poetry
mixes the personal with the universal, without logical
connection and without punctuation. ‘Found’ haiku are
a bit thin on the ground, partly because Apollinaire,
who died in 1918, still wrote in traditional verse forms
and with generally long lines. However, these out-takes,
from Calligrammes, caught my attention:
The window / opens like an orange / lovely fruit of light

A simile of course, but surreal in its misapplication,
conjuring up the sun beyond the window and an actively
voluptuous universe. And
the yellow fade / from red to green / when arias sing

A surreal confusion of colour chemistry, subjectively
suggestive, together with some synæsthesia. And
the unfortunate / young man blows his nose / in his
		 white necktie
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An irrational image, but emotionally suggestive and
open-ended as to the nature of the misfortune.
Under Surrealism, poetry became, at least in theory,
automatic writing, dictated by the subconscious and
distorted by no æsthetic or moral considerations. In a
way there is the belief among many haiku poets that
the best haiku come unbidden at times of passive
receptivity. The surrealists held that poems may be
written by anyone, or even by groups. The surrealist
parlour games, with the assumption of a collective or
interchangeable unconscious, is a long way from the
cohesive beginnings of renga with its assumptions of
shared culture and perceptions, but the two do share
the aim of producing a less exclusive poetry dealing
with experiences known to everyone.
The unconscious mind, in an age responsible for
the birth of psychoanalysis, was a thing of layers and
depths, full of exotic horrors and mysteries. In our
own time we have seen the conscious and unconscious
minds characterized as a side-by-side, left brain/right
brain thing — much more creatively cooperative and
interchangeable. Haiku, and particularly surreal haiku,
rely heavily on this left-field tangential leap over an
energised gap to create the ‘surprise element that
Apollinaire valued so highly.
In Pierre Reverdy, there are other surreal qualities
which might help us towards a definiton. There
is something about his outlook, which could be
characterized as seeking the purity of non-being by
embracing the ultimate reality of being—what some
might see as being close to a Zen attitude. Reverdy’s
poetry is concrete without being precise and his short
lines and juxtaposed images mean that candidates for
‘found’ haiku frequently jump off the page. His work is
without punctuation and usually in the present tense.
On the horizon / someone softly rises to heaven / the
		 stairs are creaking (Nocturnal Round)
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a head is leaning / with hair / sweeping away the night
		 (Sound of Bell)
someone has gone by / and in the room / has left a sigh
		 (Sun)
a dark woman / the lantern of the train / departing
		 (Departure)

Reverdy’s brand of surrealism typically involves a
discontinuous series of images or facts presented with
the utmost economy: a hand moving; glass breaking;
a door with no hinges; an animal without a shadow.
Concerned neither with reality per se nor with himself,
but with their encounter, generating an emotion, or a
fragment of spiritual drama.
Paul Eluard, one of the most enduring of surreal
poets, is a writer who never made a virtue of raw
incoherence and was less iconoclastic than his peers.
Much concerned with social and human values, his
sensuous meditations on love and the universe are more
abstract than concrete, and are basically structured
on a rational linguistic impulse, yet his surprising use
of imagery may add something to the search for what
might constitute surreal haiku.
I change my mind / you pass in the street / in a
		 hurricane of sun (They Are Alike)
Water and fire I go nude for just one season / – the brow
		 of the eclipse (Of No Age)
She is standing on my lids and her hair / is in my hair
		 (Lady Love)

Louis Aragon wrote long polemical poems and ballads
whose literary techniques, such as repeating the same
phrase in a different context and achieving the element
of surreal surprise and displacement by this and other
verbal uprootings, could not be applied to a haiku
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context. However, his poems, together with those of
Henri Michaux, free float between the internal and the
external world and this quality may seem appropriate
in the search for the surreal haiku. I particularly like
the following ‘haiku’:
She comes to sit down / and comb without words / a
		 great fire’s reflection (Eisa At The Mirror)

With Jacques Prevert we are at once on more familiar
surreal ground. His verse
I put my cap in the cage / and went out with the bird /
		 on my head (Quartier Libre)

is already a very recognisable technique with its
objective nonsense and subjective assertion of freedom and spiritual values. With the ‘shock of the new’
dulled down through so many years, the surreal quality
seems almost too predictable and self-conscious to pass
muster in any modern attempt at a surreal haiku, and
its innocent tone perhaps hard to maintain.
An imagist through and through, it is possible to
find in Prevert’s apparently naïve and eccentric parables,
haiku-like extracts which are totally objective and not
surreal at all:
On a thoroughly / round plate of real porcelain / sits
		 an apple (Picasso Goes For A Stroll)

but the simplicity and directness of his contribution to
the surreal sensibility, whereby the reader’s experience
of the poems are immediate or not at all, could certainly
inform any concept of what surreal haiku might attain.
Though the imagery may be strange at times, the
intention of subverting value systems is transparent
enough, and this intention might be considered alien
to the writing of haiku where any manifest meaning or
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intention runs counter to the quietly observant nature
of haiku.
For images of a more opaque kind of nonsense we
might turn to Robert Desnos.
The widow / in her wedding gown gets into / the
		 wrong train (The Great Days of the Poet)

might pass for a haiku but
Night seals her bottles / with stars and thrives / in the
		 export business

from the same poem, a stand-alone image not made any
more confusing by being taken out of context, seems
to introduce word-use too extravagant and irrational to
form a paradigm to work by. Some of his verse gives the
impression of doggerel and nonsense verse for children
along the lines of Lear and e.e. cummings and yields
‘haiku’ of this nature
an ant dragging trucks / full of penguins and ducks /
		 that don’t exist (The Ant)

The difficult path that haiku treads in having meaning
by meaning nothing, finds its parallel in the various
ways surrealist poets tried to fmd a new sense through
writing nonsense. In the end though, the concept
of ‘surreal haiku’ is probably indefinable, or at best,
defined only by example. To attempt to extract such
examples from the Surrealists’ own writings may lead to
the adoption of literary techniques many might think
are inappropriate to haiku; however, it is interesting to
see how much common ground there is, in structure,
impulse and aspiration, to compare and contrast, in
these two literary traditions, so different in history
and cultural context.
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Martin Lucas ✧ United Kingdom

The Unblown Flute
There’s a well-known old tale about a traveller who has
lost his way deep in some obscure country district. I
can’t remember where he was heading for, but let’s say
it was a village I discovered quite recently on a visit to
Gloucestershire: Old Sodbury. He sees a farmer leaning
on a gate, whistling and looking rustic, and he asks him,
“How do I get to Old Sodbury?” And the farmer takes
a deep breath, gives the traveller a quizzical look and
speaking in a rich, slow drawl, says, “If I were you, I
wouldn’t start from here.”
This earthy wisdom might well apply to any attempt
to locate haiku on the axis between the Real and the
Surreal. It is certainly possible to find plentiful examples
of both realist and surrealist haiku, but the central
current of the haiku tradition transcends this rather
facile distinction. Neither term is particularly helpful
or very widely applicable. Haiku is realist in that its raw
materials are drawn from the phenomenal world, and it
depends for its vitality on a grounding in images of the
reality we all know and share. Yet haiku tend towards
the surreal to the extent that these phenomena are
represented by, and subject to transformation by, the
poetic imagination. The realist dimension of the art
has been well documented and advocated and it is on
behalf of the imaginative dimension that the balance
needs to be redressed. Hence the thrust of this essay.
But it will be clear from the examples chosen that
imaginative elements in traditional haiku operate in
harmony with realist elements, and serve to heighten
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their significance. There is no descent into outright
irrationality or unintelligibility. All my examples are
selected from the “Summer” section of Blyth’s Haiku.
Since this is the briefest of Blyth’s four seasons, the
prevalence of examples stresses the point that we are
dealing with representative, not unusual, haiku. It will
also be seen that the categories of real and surreal begin
to fall away into irrelevance. Ultimately, haiku is neither
more nor less than poetry. If other kinds of poetry are
often less powerfully earthed or less accessible than
haiku, perhaps the debate among poets should be how
poetry might approach haiku, rather than vice-versa.
At any rate there seems to be no need for any anxiety
among haiku poets about The Poetry Question. So long
as we are aware of the haiku tradition, and accept it,
its current will move us on. and there’s no real danger
of shipwreck either on the rock of realism or in the
whirlpool of surrealism; haiku will endure.
Since we are speaking of river currents, a good place
to start might be these two poems on a similar theme:
How swiftly the Mogami River
The Mogami River
Washes away
Has swept the burning Sun
The summer.
Down into the Ocean.
			
Shiki
Bashō

The roots of Japanese spirituality sink deeper than
Zen, or any other form of Buddhism; or Confu-cianism,
or Taoism; they go down into animism, the primitive
instinct (a term which I intend positively, not negatively)
that each natural phenomenon has its own motivating
spiritual force. These haiku attribute to the river that
same kind of power and intent, conveying a sense
of awe, rather than embellishing a landscape with a
poetic conceit. What is clear, though, is that they don’t
fulfil the often-quoted criterion of ‘understatement’.
Rather, they achieve their purpose through a degree of
overstatement, or poetic emphasis. This is the feature
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which all my remaining examples have in common. At
least in translation, not all of them are great haiku. But
it is beyond argument that all of them are haiku, by
centrally important haiku poets who knew what they
were about. In other words, this, too, is the tradition.
One subtle application of the emphatic voice is a
kind of synæsthesia, demonstrated in these summer
poems by haiku in which the tangible quality of heat
somehow seeps through objects unexpectedly:
The wind-bell is silent;			
The heat 			
Of the clock.			
			
Yayu

Spiders’ webs
are hot things,
in the summer grove.
Buson

In these poems the ‘real’ is given no more than a gentle
tweak, but elsewhere it is given a pretty firm shove. We
have illustrative metaphor, used exactly as it might be
by a Western poet:
The flower of the poppy, — / Too easily/It turns priest.
							
Shiki

The priest, of course, has a shaved head. We have
allusion, a poem incomplete without some knowledge
of the literary and historical background:
		 I heard the unblown flute
		 In the deep tree-shades
		 Of the Temple of Suma.
					
Bashō

The flute, says Blyth, belonged to the youth Atsumori.
a victim in the war between the Minamoto and Taira
clans. Blyth is quick to see a Western literary parallel:
This is almost identical in poetical thought with Keats’
lines from the Ode to a Grecian Urn: ‘Heard melodies are
sweet, but those unheard Are sweeter!’We might usefully
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ponder how the categories of ‘real’ and ‘surreal’ relate
to Keats’ ‘heard’ and ‘unheard’ melodies. The ability of
the poet to hear the unheard is occasionally taken to
an extreme that does invite the label of ‘surreal’. This,
unsurprisingly, is by Issa:
A cicada is crying; / It is precisely / A red paper windmill.

Lines one and three could have been supplied by a
sketch from life, but the entire weight of the poem is
borne by the intuitive equation in line two, with startling
consequences. Elsewhere, Issa gives us a fancifulness
that is almost fairytale:
The dragonfly; / In red clothes, / Off to the festival.

Blyth says, ‘There is nothing more powerful than this
simplicity’. But, note, it is the visionary simplicity of
Innocence, not the reductive practicality of Experience.
Issa, again, not only sees the potential for transformation,
he readily sees the humour of it:
If anyone comes, / Turn into frogs, / O cooling melons!

There is the humour of the melon, the humour of
addressing the melon, the humour of the frog, the
humour of the one becoming the other, and the selfdeprecating humour of his own protective greed. Issa
is not the only poet to be gifted with transformative
vision, though others place more emphasis on pure
pathos, with humour of a softer hue:
		 Being chased,
		 The fire-fly
		 Hides in the moon.
				
Ryota
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		 The shell of a cicada
		 It sang itself
		 Utterly away.
				
Bashō

These poems begin to express an almost lyrical passion,
which is further emphasised by examples in which there
is a strong sense of a yearning self:
		 My soul
		 Dived in and out of the water
		 With the cormorant.
				
Onitsura
		 Across the mosquito columns
		 Hangs the floating bridge
		 Of my dreams.
				
Kikaku

To conclude what I hope is a fairly well-knit raft of
examples, here are two that, to my mind, achieve the
highest level of expression of which haiku is capable. I
freely and gladly admit that equally impressive poems
might have been selected from among the wide array
of seemingly ‘realist’ haiku, but that is not my present
concern. What I seek to show is that haiku spring from
a drunken condition as much as from sobriety, and
from a dream-state as much as from the wide-awake
world. One of these poems returns us to the image of
the summer river; the other is a winter poem (Blyth
smuggles it into his ‘Summer’ section) which returns
us to the theme of animism. Both are expressive of an
untamed delight, which is surely the wellspring of all
poetry:
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		 In the river alone
		 Darkness is flowing —
		 The fire-flies!
				
Chiyo
		 All the stones on the moor
		 Come alive
		 In the winter rain.
				
Kinya

The poem by Kinya conclusively demonstrates the
inadequacies of any real/surreal categorisation. A
‘realist’ reading offers no more than the idea that the
colours of the rainwashed stones are fresher and more
vivid. Interesting, but hardly inspirational. A ‘surrealist’
reading suggests some kind of Fantasia cartoon on
which it is better not to dwell. The reading I favour
takes the ‘realist’ interpretation as its starting point,
but moves on to consider the animistic and spiritual
implication which takes the wording quite literally
(and not at all surreally). How do we know the stones
come alive? Because our own hearts come alive as we
read. To transform the hearts of stones is the function
of poetry, and the special function of haiku, for which
no fantastic, surreal or improbable powers are required.
Only the summer river, or the winter rain.
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H. F. Noyes ✧ Greece

Favorite Haiku
		 east wind
		this inlet
		 of tossed stars
				
Laurie Stoelting

One of my all-time favorite phrases in a haiku: tossed
stars. Don’t we feel the waves’ propulsion as if it were
happening to ourselves? A haiku of great imme-diacy—in
the sight of the sparkling spray, with the ear-piercing
sound of the wind.
		snow ends
		 the coyote’s fur
		 shimmers in the moonlight
				
Larry Rungren

The transfer of the shimmer from the snow’s glimmer
to the coyote’s glistening fur effects an arresting and
poignant linkage in the seamlessness of winter’s lifeflow.
A haiku that renders a visual experience with such
immediacy and refreshment to the spirit is indeed rare.
		 fork in the road
		 both branches
		 closed
				
Matthew Louvière

I somehow accepted this haiku as if it might be
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Matthew’s death poem. Though it was not his last, it
was nearly so. He had long been losing his hearing. My
favorite of his work from bygone years is now all the
more poignant:
		
		
		

Catching herself
saying too much, the deaf girl
hides her hands

The haiku startles us — in a charmingly delicate
way — into a deeper empathic awareness of this
deprivation. So many of us have lost a precious friend,
and the haiku world an incomparable voice of “local
color”, earthiness and depth.
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Ikuyo Yoshimura ✧ Japan

The Haiku Poet Hokuto Iboshi
The Ainu are the indigenous people of Hokkaido.
They appreciate the blessings of nature, have a deep
affection for human beings (ainu means “human”),
and once lived peaceful lives. During the Meiji era,
the land of Yezo was renamed Hokkaido, and many
people immigrated from Honshu and other areas of
Japan. With this new influx of people, the Ainu became
a minority group. Their traditional lifestyle and means
of food production were lost and they suffered extreme
poverty. In addition, until recent years, the Ainu faced
frequent discrimination without reason by the Japanese
government’s assimilationist policies (for instance,
in 1986 Japanese Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone
asserted that “Japan is a nation with one ethnic
background”, ignoring not only the Ainu but millions of
people of Korean, Chinese and other origins). Though
the Ainu no longer maintain their traditional lifestyle,
their living conditions have not materially improved.
2002 marks the 100th anniversary of the birth of
Hokuto Iboshi. If you don’t recognize the name, it is
no surprise: he is hardly known today in Japan, even
in the Ainu community. He is the author of 3 books of
haiku, which were collected in Hokuto Iboshi Posthumous
Works, published by Soufukan in 1984. It includes 366
tanka and 39 haiku, a modest output which accords
with the poet’s brief life of only 27 years.
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Iboshi gave voice to his deepest feelings, his outrage
at the discrimination he met at the hands of Japanese,
his love for his native areas, his pride in being Ainu,
through his tanka, but he hewed to a more traditional
style and content through his scant haiku output. He
wrote in the fixed haiku form, including kigo, and
altogether expressed things in a more objective fashion.
It can be said that Iboshi’s work is heavily stratified, since
he is able to vary between the emotional outpourings
of his tanka and the rather classical restraint of his
haiku. Both haiku and tanka are important modes of
literary expression for him. He sublimates his own
needs to conform to the needs of these genres. His keen
observational skills are apparent in his descriptions of
Hokkaido’s environment and the Ainu lifestyle, and
his talent as a writer can be discovered in his choices
of language to realize his poems.
A sampling of his work:
		
		
		

early spring		
Herring Bay there!
five feet of snow		

		
		
		

frogs croak		
an Ainu village becomes dark
in the ceaseless rain

		
		
		

a party for new-brewed sake
the headman spins Ainu myths
all through the night

		 all the falling leaves
		 to be embraced
		 return to earth
						

(with Jim Kacian)
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Rich Youmans ✧ United States

More than the Sum of its Parts
Haibun — i.e., haiku-style prose often combined
with haiku — has become an increasingly popular
genre among English-language haiku poets. In 1991,
for example, the eminent U.S. journal Modern Haiku
published five haibun for the entire year; in 2001, it
published 17. While not a deluge, this steady rise has
resulted in several haibun anthologies and an increasing
study of the form itself. However, the more it is studied,
the more the question is raised: What exactly defines
a modern haibun?
Historically, many experts trace the beginnings of
haibun-as-literature to the haiku-style prose developed
over 300 years ago by Bashō, who combined the flow
of classical Chinese prose with Japanese and Chinese
vernacular, then honed the hybrid into superbly polished
autobiographical pieces (not all of which contained an
accompanying haiku). Indeed, Hiroaki Sato, a noted
translator and poet who is a past president of the
Haiku Society of America, believes that the very best
of Bashō’s haibun would be considered prose poetry.
But how should English-language writers, with their
roots in Western literature, interpret this? In the West,
the term “prose poetry” encompasses a wide variety of
styles, from the fantastical, occasionally philosophical
imaginings of Baudelaire and the symbolism of Rimbaud
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to the comic surrealism of the modern American poet
Russell Edson (in whose works apes smoke cigars and
elephants wear underwear). As with the majority of
Western writing, the form has not traditionally lent itself
to the spare, elliptical use of language characterized by
haiku. Often, Western prose poetry calls attention to
itself, piling up adjectives or leaping between stunning
images like a trapeze artist, rather than trying to become
invisible so that the subject can more effectively present
itself. It also differs from haibun in its choice of topics:
rather than autobiographical sketches from life with
the occasional philosophical musing, prose poets more
often go off on flights of imagination.
Not surprisingly, then, a quick review of modern
English-language haibun shows a broad range of prose
styles and approaches, as English-language writers wrestle
with incorporating the Eastern traditions of haibun with
their own Western heritage. The types of haibun range
from meditative personal essays to diary notations to
travelogues to fantastical imaginings very much in the
style of mainstream prose poems. Consider the gulf
between the prose styles in the following excerpts:
Noon. Everyone is at the beach. Here, on the shaded breezy
porch, away from burning sun and salty ocean water, kites
and shovels and surfboards. Looking eastward, there’s a
stretch of dune with a single staircase to the beach. On the
left end of the dune stands a white pavilion against the sky.
The hollow between it and the wooden stairs holds a sliver
of ocean.
in the empty laundryroom
a pile of seashells . . .
the dryer rumbles on
(from “Outer Banks” by Anita Virgil)
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I have found the afterlife. It is silt and torpid current where
nights are only slightly darker than the days, where blue and
yellow fish inspect these chambers, kissing my emptiness.
I have grown very cold inside....Down this corridor, in the
galley, plankton dine in silence. Come further, yes. In the
navigation room, to your left, the maps and charts have
vanished. See that spider crab with black and spindly legs...it
is my Führer....Take my story with you if you wish....Ascend
with care. Not too fast. Don’t hold the breath. For it is in
time, not out of it, that you must now progress.
fired
from torpedo tubes
sluggish fins
(from “U-Boat” by William M. Ramsey)

The differences between the two — the first with its
catalog of precise images, the second with its flights of
imagination — shows how far apart the prose of modern
haibun can be.
The Basic Tenets of Haibun
So again we come to the question: What exactly
defines a modern haibun, and how is it different from
other forms of prose poetry? To answer this, let’s first
look to the basic tenets of the form as presented by the
scholar Makoto Ueda in his biography Matsuo Bashō:
1. It usually, though not necessarily, ends with a haiku
2. The connection between prose and haiku is left
unstated
3. It is very short (150-250 words)
4. It is very concise, with words occasionally
omitted — e.g., conjunctions, verbs
5. It employs imagistic, concrete language, often with
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a light tone
6. It exudes detachment — i.e., it offers no emotional
outbursts of logical persuasions

Let’s see how the above examples by Virgil and
Ramsey follow these tenets. Both haibun fit within the
word count. (Virgil’s “Outer Banks” is actually a series
of prose passages punctuated by haiku, and as a whole
is much longer. However, the individual prose sections
never rise above 80 words.) Both are concise, with Virgil’s
prose much more spare than Ramsey’s, although neither
really omits words to create an elliptical feel. Both use
imagistic, concrete language (although I would hardly call
Ramsey’s tone “light”) and both have detached narrators.
Granted, the narrator in Ramsey’s haibun is actually
the U-boat itself — a deviation from the traditional
autobiographical approach, to say the least — but voice
never becomes overly emotional or argumentative.
You could also apply those same tenets to other
forms of writing as well — essays, sketches, the “shortshort” and “brief ” forms of fiction and non-fiction that
have long been with us but only recently anthologized.
Ask any essayist or writer of “brief non-fiction” if their
output should be considered haibun, and I would bet
that each of them would simply blink back in confusion.
But some of the best examples of current prose poetry
have the same characteristics as modern haibun, and
might even fall closer to the definition of “haiku prose.”
Take Jim Johnson’s prose-poem “Mott, North Dakota”:
Flat and barren here. The barn caved in. The silo rolled away.
Only yesterday the roof blew off the house. Little to stop
the wind except this faded building once a schoolhouse. The
windows have cracked and are cobwebbed. But between the
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new curtains and wallpaper, a lamp, gone-with-the-wind
style, flickers. It too has a bad heart. The new teacher has
painted her face and taken to black nylons and lace. Only
whiskey and Hank Williams’ music got into your life, and
now you too are gone. The sheep dog nips your feet for
lack of sheep. And at the interstate where a sign states that
John Birch lives, the children who board a schoolbus are
told: never talk to strangers. Even the pump out back has
thrown up its hands.

Concrete images; a detached voice; clipped, precise
cadences . . . so why is “Mott” considered a prose
poem, while others — “U-Boat,” for instance — fall
into the haibun category? The first reason, of course,
is because that was the author’s choice. A second and
just-as-obvious reason is that “Mott” doesn’t have an
accompanying haiku.
Consequently, the last two of Ueda’s tenets — using
haiku to conclude a piece and leaving the connection
between the prose and the haiku unstated — are vital
to classifying a piece as a haibun. Professor Ueda’s
assertion that haiku do not necessarily end a haibun
may be correct in the traditional sense, where the
use of the vernacular was a prime characteristic that
separated the haibun from other prose pieces. But in
the modern Western practice, where the vernacular
does not provide the same type of delineation, the
incorporation of a haiku — whether at the beginning,
in the middle, or at the end of the prose — has become
the signature characteristic of haibun. Indeed, it is the
reason why Virgil’s and Ramsey’s pieces can both be
considered of the genre.
Given the importance of the haiku to today’s
Western practice, I not only would modify the first
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of Ueda’s tenets and make the haiku mandatory, but
also would add one more tenet to the half-dozen cited:
7. The haiku does not restate an image or idea that
was already expressed in the prose, or could have been
better expressed in prose

This last point, I think, is very important. In an essay
titled “My Uncle, the Monkey, Sings on Wednesdays,
When He’s on My Back: Some Notes on Poems-inProse and Prose-in-Poems,” the poet Gian Lombardo
makes the following statement:
“If a poems suffers no change in ‘state’ when set margin to
margin without line breaks, then it is a poem no matter how
it appears. If a prose poem is set with line breaks (however
accurate or arbitrary) and suffers no change in ‘state,’ then
it is not a prose poem: it is a poem masquerading as a prose
poem.”

The same standard should be applied to haibun:
If a haiku can be eliminated or re-written as prose
and the haibun suffers no discernable change in state,
then it is not really a haibun; rather, it is a prose poem
masquerading as a haibun. In the haibun of Virgil
and Ramsey, the closing haiku serve to add another
dimension, and to create a work in which the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts.
In Virgil’s, the reader can easily imagine how the
wonders of the beach and the sea have once again lured a
family into leaving behind their possessions for a return
to “surf, sun, and fun,” while the seemingly endless cycle
of the unattended dryer mimics the long afternoons of
summer by the shore. Anyone who has ever been to the
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seaside in July or August has seen such a tableau take
place many times. This moment captures much more
than could be expressed in triple the number of words.
Virgil’s haiku advances the mood she is creating.
Ramsey’s haiku, on the other hand, serves as a “coda”
to the haibun. The haiku captures the loss of ego and
self-importance that is central to the haibun: Where
the U-boat, “assembled with pride by the Baltic Sea,”
once issued lethal weapons of destruction that “sank
one tanker and three freighters,” it now lies in cold,
black depths, where only slow-moving fish wander
through its cavities. Or perhaps the fins are those of
the deep-sea diver intruding on the boat, to whom the
entire haibun is addressed; if that is the case, then the
diver’s own sluggishness shows that the U-boat’s lesson
weighs heavily. No prose passage could create such a
concise summation.
The Marriage of Haiku and Prose
To further illustrate how prose and haiku can work
together, I have chosen the following three examples.
All consist of a short block of prose followed by its
complementary haiku. The first is an excerpt from
a haibun by Jim Kacian, and is from his book, Six
Directions.
Settling down for the evening on a mossy spot along the
bank, I am calmed by the river’s steady flow. The water which
I had passed over making my way here during the day now
passes me by, bearing with it the traces of the many soils and
landscapes it drains: Blue Ridge escarpment, Shenandoah
Valley alluvium, Piedmont saprolite, mingle in these waters,
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are the mud and shine of its passing. Also flowing, the shine
of the bright moon, the dim halo of stars about it, and, in
the dark woods, my own shining being—
		
		
		

cool night —
sparks from the campfire
ascend to the stars

Kacian’s haiku takes a striking image that sums up
the idea behind the passage: Like a clutch of souls, the
sparks rise toward the heavens (it is not hard to imagine
the poet’s own “shining being” among them). Trying
to rewrite this haiku as prose would add unnecessary
words and diminish the impact of that simple image,
and the metaphor.
Whereas Kacian’s haiku provides a single image
that sums up the meaning of the prose, Tom Lynch, in
his piece “White Sands Dunes,” uses haiku to continue
the prose to its conclusion.
Glittering in the wide Tularosa basin between sheer-cliffed
mountain ranges, white gypsum sand spills across the landscape. The huge dunes are spiked with yuccas. Stark light
and crisp shadows define the landforms. Hill beyond hill of
soft clean sand makes a perfect terrain for kids, tumbling
and shrieking down the dunes. Overhead, missiles and jets
from White Sands Missile Range and Holloman Air Force
Base trace the blue. When kids stop laughing you can hear,
sometimes the rumble of invisible jets. On the northern
horizon, the first atomic bomb was detonated. This place,
a giant sandbox for my boys, makes clear the fragility of
innocence.
		
		
		

clean dune face
I decline
to walk it
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In the prose passage, Lynch deftly counters the
beauty of the natural landscape with the destructive
impulses of human beings, epitomized by the atomic
bomb and its atrocities. The haiku serves as Lynch’s own
statement of intent to avoid any further destruction of
nature, however innocent. Like Kacian’s haiku, “clean
dune face” could not be re-written without some
loss — of compactness, of directness, of impact.
In both Kacian’s and Lynch’s haiku, some form of
“leap” occurs between the prose and the haiku; the haiku
is not a natural extension of the preceding sentence, but
rather takes the reader outside the narrative to expand
upon it. In the following excerpt from Ion Codrescu’s
“Nocturne,” that leap becomes even greater.
It’s midnight. A May night in Poiana hamlet. I stop writing
a letter and take an apple from the table. I cut it in two,
then in quarters. The flame of the lamp becomes smaller and
starts to flicker. At the same time the shadows of the cut
apple change their shape on the white paper prepared for
a poem. If I traced with the pen the contour of the apple’s
moving shadows I could make an interesting composition.
The flame becomes smaller and smaller and I feel the smell
of smoke. I blow strongly at the lamp, and the tiny flame
vanishes. Suddenly some parts of my room are lit by the
moon. I watch every object lit by the moon and realize that
now I am rediscovering them. My eyes look for the shadows
of the cut apple but they gradually disappear. Maybe a cloud
is covering the moon. I am eating a quarter of the apple. In
the silent room the sound of my chewing seems to be too
strong. I take the other three quarters of the apple and go
out of the room. I am sitting on the veranda. Not far from
me I hear a light clanking of a chain. The owner’s dog heard
the door and my steps on the veranda and came out from
its kennel to see what is happening. It doesn’t bark, just a
yapping and a yawning.
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wooden pillar —
a tiny insect hiding
in a crack

On first reading, the haiku would seem to have no
connection to the author’s vivid description of his room
and the surrounding neighborhood. However, further
analysis reveals that the haiku sums up very well the
overall theme of the haibun: the awareness of all things
great and small. At the beginning of the essay, the poet
is taking a break after having been intent on writing a
letter; the reader can imagine that, until this moment,
nothing has existed for the poet except the words on
that piece of paper. However, as the poet observes his
surroundings, he finds more and more to observe — as
he writes, “I watch every object lit by the moon and
realize that now I am rediscovering them.” Just as the
insect lies hidden in the pillar, so too do all the sights,
smells, and tastes surrounding him — the shadows of
the apple, the smell of smoke, the sound of his own
chewing, the light clinking of the chain outside, and the
soft yapping and yawning of the neighbor’s dog. That
small haiku serves perfectly to sum up the preceding text
and help the reader to see anew all of its implications.
In that sense, it is like all good haibun, in which the
whole is more than the sum of its parts. And that is the
essence of the modern haibun.
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face in half ” Presence 21; Missias—“winter rain” Frogpond XXVI:2; Moore—“late summer” Frogpond XXVI:2;
Morcom—“winter night” tinywords Contest; Morden—“fwinter sickness” Heron’s Nest V:7; Moreno—“trail’s
end” acorn 10; Mullins—“old desktop” Shiki August Kukai; Murray—“prison garden” Shiki May Kukai;
Naia—“summer night” Heron’s Nest V:10; Ness—“deathwatch” Bashō Memorial 56, “deathbed” RAW NerVZ
VIII:4, “final decision” mariposa 9; Newell—“at the part” Mt. Gassan’s Slope; Noyes—“Favorite Haiku”
Frogpond XXVI:1; owen—“in and out of fog” Acorn 11, “blue sky” acorn 9, “early spring” acorn 10; Pache—“first
day of school” Shiki January Kukai; Painting—“nursing home” Frogpond XXVI:1, “detour” Frogpond XXVI:3,
“crickets” acorn 10; Patchel—“a bank notice” acorn 10, “Singles” Frogpond XXVI:2; Patrick—“reading the
map” lit from within; Pauly—“All Souls’ Day” Hawai’i Education Association Contest; Pelter—“first lipstick”
Frogpond XXVI:2; Pfleuger—“winter night” acorn 10; Piko—“now the wisteria” paper wasp 9:3; Porad—
“summer’s end” HPNC Contest; Preston—“blood donors centre” New Zealand Poetry Society Contest,
“Shoulder Reconstruction” Contemporary Haibun 4; Proctor—“dry riverbed” Blithe Spirit 12:3; Quine—“heading
home” Presence 20, “at the edge” Presence 21; Quinnett—“last rites spoken” Frogpond XXVI:1; Raisfeld—
“breakfast togetherf ” tinywords Contest; Rielly—“good night kiss” South by Southeast 10:3; Rollins—“cloudless
sky” Presence 21; Romano—“losing the string” Modern Haiku 34:3; Ross—“end of autumn” Haiku Canada
Newsletter 16:1; Rudginsky—“stars” Haiku Canada Newsletter 16:1; Sanfield—“Looking Back” Frogpond
XXVI:2; Savage—“late afternoon sun” RAW NerVZ IX:1; Presence 21; Romano—“losing the string” Modern
Haiku 34:3; Ross—“end of autumn” Haiku Canada Newsletter 16:1; Rudginsky—“stars” Haiku Canada Newsletter
16:1; Sanfield—“Looking Back” Frogpond XXVI:2; Savage—“late afternoon sun” RAW NerVZ IX:1;
Schopfer—“pointing at the stars” acorn 10; Scott— V:9; Stefanac—“snowman” RAW NerVZ VIII:4;
Steinberg—“divorce hearing” Haiku Canada Newsletter 16:1; Stevenson—“all grown up” acorn 11, “since you
moved” acorn 10, “hope” Heron’s Nest V:2, “Untitled” Contemporary Haibun 4; Stoelting—“family reunion”
mariposa 9; Strang—“visiting my ex” New Zealand Poetry Society Contest; Summers—“before dawn”
Frogpond XXI:2; Swede—“of all the leaves” RAW NerVZ IX:1; Sweeney—“Summer night” Heron’s Nest V:8;
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Tann—“sudden squall” Upstate Dim Sum 2003/I; Tebo—“chilly night” GEPPO XXVIII:1; Thomas—“through
thin ice” Presence 21:2; Tico—“Midday heat” Modern Haiku“all day the rain” Presence 21; Shaw—“Another
year gone” acorn 9; Shimizu—“country road” Heron’s Nest 34:1; Toft—“suicide spot” Presence 21; tripi—“her
only nipple” Heron’s Nest V:3; Trumbull—“when she’s gone” Haiku Canada Newsletter 16:3; Wach—“cold
rain” mariposa 7; Wallace—“Haibun” South by Southeast 10:3; Ward—“meteor showers” bottle rockets IV:2;
Welch—“first date” South by Southeast 10:3; Williams—“crescent moon” Bashō Memorial 56; B. Wilson—“the
snow deepens” mariposa 9, “winter nears” Heron’s Nest IV:12; R. Wilson—“moonlit night” acorn 11; Winke—
“evening rain” bottle rockets 9; Woollard—“picking petals” Blithe Spirit 13:2; Yoshimura—“Hokuto Iboshi”
Frogpond XXVI:1; Youmans—“Head-On” Contemporary Haibun 4, “More than the Sum of its Parts” Amphion
7; Young—“at the top” mariposa 8.
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Ko (ed. Koko Kato, Nagoya Japan)
Mainichi Daily News (ed.Japan)
Mariposa (ed. D. Claire Gallagher, 864 Elmira Drive, Sunnyvale CA 94087-1229, USA)
Modern Haiku (ed. Lee Gurga, Box 68, Lincoln IL 62656, USA)
Paper Wasp (ed. various, 7 Bellevue Terrace, St. Lucia, Queensland 406, Australia)
Presence (ed. Martin Lucas, 12 Grovehall Avenue, Leeds LS11 7EX, England, UK)
RAW NerVZ (ed. Dorothy Howard, 67 Court Street, Aylmer (QC) J9H 4M1, Canada)
Rose Mallow (ed. Yoko Sugawa, Japan)
South by Southeast (ed. Steve Addis et. al.., RC Box 93, 28 Westhampton Way, Richmond VA 23173, USA)
Still (ed. ai li, 49 Englands Lane, London NW3 4YD, England)
Upstate Dim Sum (ed. Route 9 Haiku Group, PO Box 122, Nassau NY 12123, USA)

Contests
Bashō Memorial 56 Haiku Contest
Haiku Poets of Northern California Rengay Contest
Hawai’i Education Association Haiku Contest
James J. Hackett Haiku Contest
Kusamakura Haiku Contest
Mainichi Daily News Haiku Contest
New Zealand Poetry Society Haiku Contest
Penumbra Haiku Contest (Tallahassee Writers Association)
Shiki Monthly Kukai (Haikuworld.org)
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The RMA Editorial Staff
Jim Kacian (1996) is a co-founder of the World Haiku Association,
editor of Frogpond, and owner of Red Moon Press.
Ernest J. Berry (2002) is a newcomer to haiku who feels like an
old hand. He defies the reaper by refusing to write his death haiku.
Tom Clausen (1996) half accepts change yet is always grateful for
the constancy of nature, the seasons and haiku celebrating them.
Dee Evetts (2003) is a former HSA Secretary, and founder of the
Spring Street Haiku Group. This is his second tenure with RMA.
D. Claire Gallagher (2002) is Co-Editor of Mariposa, lives and
writes on the Left Coast, and laughs, hikes, & gads about whenever
possible.
Maureen Virginia Gorman (1997) believes her study of haiku
is a perfect complement to her work as a professional counselor.
A. C. Missias (2001) is the editor of Acorn, past columnist for Frogpond, and has placed in a few haiku competitions. What day job?
Kohjin Sakamoto (1997) a disciple of Kunio Tsukamoto, contemporary poetic giant, has won numerous poetry contests.
Alan Summers (2000) started Naked Haijin Productions so more
people could know about haiku through fun transmedia projects.
George Swede (2000) works in Toronto with time out twice a
year near Guadalajara.
Max Verhart (2002) has been involved in haiku for over two
decades and president of the Haiku Circle Netherlands since 2000.
RMA Editors-Emeritus: Dimitar Anakiev (2000-2001), Janice Bostok
(1996-2001), Ellen Compton (1996-2002), Lee Gurga (1998), Yvonne
Hardenbrook (1996-8), John Hudak (1996-7), H. F. Noyes (1996-9),
Francine Porad (1996), Ebba Story (1996), Jeff Witkin (1996-2000).
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The RMA Process
During the twelve month period December 1,
2002 through November 30, 2003, over 2000 haiku
and related works by over 1500 different authors have
been nominated for inclusion in edge of light: The Red
Moon Anthology 2003 by our staff of 11 editors from
hundreds of sources from around the world. These
sources are, in the main, the many haiku books and
journals published in English, as well as the internet.
Each editor is assigned a list of books and journals, but
is free to nominate any work, from any source, s/he feels
is of exceptional skill. In addi-tion, the editor-in-chief
is responsible for reading all of these sources, which
ensures every possible source is examined by at least
two nominating persons.
Editors may neither nominate nor vote for their
own work.
Contest winners, runners-up and honorable
mentions are automatically nominated.
When the nominating period concludes, all haiku
and related works which receive nomination are placed
(anonymously) on a roster. The roster is then sent to each
of the judges, who votes for those works s/he considers
worthy of inclusion. At least 5 votes (of the 10 judges,
or 50% — the editor-in-chief does not have a vote at
this stage) are necessary for inclusion in the volume.
The work of editors must also receive at least 5 votes
from the other 9 editors (55%) to merit inclusion.
The editor-in-chief then compiles these works,
seeks permissions to reprint, and assembles them into
the final anthology.
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